Stratis DLT – Private
blockchain solutions
for the enterprise
Permissioned,
Scalable and Secure

Blockchain architectures
were initially designed to
mediate transactions
between parties with no
reason to trust each other.
Business is diﬀerent - you
interact with colleagues,
partners and customers
with whom you do have a
level of trust.

Enterprise DLT from
Stratis where you need
To control who can read the ledger
& how nodes are connected
Improved predictability &
accountability in relation to
transactions
The beneﬁts of automating
business logic through Smart
Contracts
A solution in C#/.NET that is easy
for enterprise IT teams to manage
& operate

What is the Stratis DLT Solution?
Stratis DLT is a private blockchain solution for the enterprise,
conceived to provide the programmability, security and scalability
needed for enterprise deployment: smart contracts to execute
business logic, privacy & permissioning for collaboration around a
shared purpose, and an architecture that scales

Why Stratis enterprise customers are
choosing Stratis DLT solutions
In highly regulated industries, operating a private
solution can help provide the assurances governing
bodies require
Where sensitive personal data is involved, some
customers are uncomfortable with transactions posted
to a public blockchain
Where participants are willing to fund operations
directly, Stratis DLT solutions can be designed that do
not use cryptocurrency to facilitate transaction
validation
A private solution enables pragmatic decisions to
increase transaction rates between parties where a
level of trust and common purpose already exists

Stratis draws on key features of its
blockchain architecture to create
enterprise DLT solutions
Stratis sidechains enable multiple private solutions to
be secured on a common mainchain
A Proof of Authority consensus algorithm makes block
creation more predictable, due to its steady rhythm,
and also provides accountability among known block
creators
Voting enables members of the federation that create
blocks to be added or removed
Cryptographically enforced permissioning to
determine the data that users are permitted to
read/write
Oﬀ-chain data storage as an option to optimize
performance

“One of Stratis’ greatest strengths is our ability to bring innovation from our public
blockchain for the beneﬁt of our enterprise clients through our
Stratis DLT oﬀering”
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